Significance tests for continuous departures from suggested distributions of chance 1-The problem to be considered is as follows. A trial law gives the chance of an observation in a given range of an argument as a continuous function of the argument; for instance, the suggested distribution of chance may be uniform or normal. We wish to know whether a set of observations indicates any departure from this law; thus for a suggested uniform distribution we may want to test a linear or a harmonic departure, and for a suggested normal one we may want to test a symmetrical departure giving excesses or deficiencies at the tails.
1-The problem to be considered is as follows. A trial law gives the chance of an observation in a given range of an argument as a continuous function of the argument; for instance, the suggested distribution of chance may be uniform or normal. We wish to know whether a set of observations indicates any departure from this law; thus for a suggested uniform distribution we may want to test a linear or a harmonic departure, and for a suggested normal one we may want to test a symmetrical departure giving excesses or deficiencies at the tails.
In the first place we consider problems where the trial hypothesis is th at the distribution of chance is uniform; we can then choose a linear function t of the argument x, so th a t t will be 0 a t the lower and 1 a t the upper limit. The chance of an observation falling in a range dx is and th a t of n observations in specified ranges is IJ(dt), provided th a t they are in dependent.
On the extended hypothesis ~q we can use the same as a parameter, butthe chance will be p(t)dt = (1 +af(t)}dt, where is a specified function, and a a param eter to be found. Since the total chance must be 1 we must have Then the chance of all the observations, given ~q, is 77[{1 II two functions f(t) and g ( t )n aturally arise a t once, as for a h variation, the corresponding form will be 77[{1 with (I) and without loss of generality we can take
2-The problem of the introduction of one new function f(t) suggests comparison with the tests already given for the introduction of new functions to express a series of measures (Jeffreys 1936) , and for the consistency of a sampling ratio with a predicted value (Jeffreys 1937) . It differs from the former, because the standard error of any determination from the data, given the hypothesis of independence, cannot be less than a minimum fixed by the number of observations; in the former problem the measures were supposed to have an unknown standard error, which might be in definitely small, and our problem was to say how much of the outstanding variation was to be attributed to the random error and how much, if any, to systematic variation.* The latter test could be adapted to the present problem, since the trial hypothesis predicts the chances of an observation in the ranges where f(t) is negative or positive. If then we combine all observations in these ranges we can compare their numbers with the predicted ratio by means of the test for sampling ratios. This method, how ever, would involve a sacrifice of information iff(t) is a continuous function. An excess of observations where f(t) is small would receive as much weight as one where it is large, but the latter would be more convincing evidence for the presence of f ( t ) .Neither test would therefore be satisfacto stands. The former resembles the present problem, since it allows being a continuous function, the latter because it allows for the fact th at the standard error cannot be indefinitely small; but each fails where the other succeeds. A special discussion is therefore needed.
The possible values of a are limited by the fact t h a t^) can Thus if -1/a and 1/fi are the extreme negative and positive values of a must lie between -and +oc. W ithin this range we can take its prior probability uniformly distributed. I t may be desirable, however, to consider an alternative statem ent of ~q. If q is far from the truth, other functions than/(£) may occur in the chance. The extreme departure possible in some problems may be th a t the chance is zero wherever f(t) is negative and uniform wherever it is positive, or conversely. I t will no longer be expressible in the form 1 +af(t), but it will be expressible with the addition of other terms orthogonal to f(t), whose coefficients we may suppose to be small compared with a when a is itself small. Then if the total length of the ranges where f(t)is positive is A, the maximum positive value of a be given by
and the maximum negative one by
J 1 -A p(t) being assigned for the respective cases. We denote the range of the permissible values of a by c. In the case w here/(0 is a linear function it must be ^(12)
The extreme values of a in the first case will be ± 1/^/3. The maximum possible in the second case is given by
Thus c will be 2/^/3 and 3 in the respective cases.
Proceeding as usual, we have
Then the posterior probability density for a, on ~g, is e$/c, where
The maximum is at a = a0, where whenever a test is needed) this is
nearly, where n is the number of observations. Then
nearly. Hence P (~g |^) o c i j e x p (^^) e x p { -|n ( a -a 0)2}rfa = p (im 2), (14)
The term in /d ) will therefore be supported if a0 is such as to make this less than 1. The standard error of a0, in this notation, is n~^, so th at the ex ponential factor has the usual form exp( -| y 2). The following table, for various values of , gives K for a0 = 0 for the two values of c, and the values of y 2 and u0# th a t make = 1. For comparison we may notice th a t Fisher's (1936, Table III) 5 % and 1 % limits, for one degree of freedom, are at y 2 = 3-84 and 6-64; the former would agree in the first case at about 200 observations, the latter at about 4000. In the second case the agreements would come at about 100 and 1700 observations. His test, of course, does not mean quite the same thing; it says when an observed result would be surprising on hypothesis whereas mine, for the larger numbers of observations, may adm it this and yet say th at it would be still n K a0r$ more surprising on~g. In any event cases where the observed a0 would come in the disputable region would be expected to be rare if either of the hypo theses compared was correct, and some third alternative may suggest itself. The low critical values for n -5 and 10 might be altere solution, but their correct interpretation is th at with so few observations the result will be indecisive in any case. Thus if we take a0 = 1/./3 as the extreme value consistent with the first case, we have for 10:
ao*Jn = 1*83; exp( -| y 2) = 0*19; K = 0*28.
Thus a set of 10 observations all as favourable as possible to make K about 0-3; there would be about 3*5 to 1 odds on ~ g on the data.
The case/(<) = -1 for t< \, f(t) -1 for would mean th a t on q there is an even chance th at t< \, but th a t on ~ there is a difference between the chances of positive and negative t, these chances themselves distributed. In this case c = 2. and
This may be compared with the test of departure from a predicted ratio in a sample (Jeffreys 1937) which reduces to (16) when x + y = n, p = I t has already th at in this case no very decisive result is obtained if the number of obser vations is less than about 7, even when they all agree. For the linear form of f(t) in the present problem the ratio of the standard error of a to its extreme possible value is larger, and the extreme of y2 correspondingly smaller, and decisive results need more observations. 3-Grouping of data. In the above work the estimate of the unknown a is practically identical with th a t given by the method of maximum likeli hood, using the observations in detail. Any preliminary grouping involves some loss of accuracy; in problems of pure estimation this loss may not be important, but when the significance of the parameters is not yet settled, the increase of the standard error may reduce the contribution to y 2 from a given systematic variation by enough to bring it below the critical value when an accurate determination would give a significant y 2. On the other hand if the standard error or, for harmonic variations, the equivalent Schuster criterion, is adopted from a formula adapted to an accurate dis cussion, and then compared with amplitudes found by grouping, large random amplitudes will appear to occur more often than they should, and may be accepted as genuine. Grouped data, treated correctly, will therefore sometimes fail to detect variations th a t more accurate methods would find; treated incorrectly, will sometimes give systematic variations th a t more accurate methods would show to be spurious.
Nevertheless grouping sometimes saves much labour, and it is desirable to have tests adapted to it. If we take first the case of a linear variation, the coefficient may be found by comparing the numbers of observations in the ranges t = 0 to pa nd t = 1 -p
number in the intermediate range, and the true coefficient of -is a, the expectations for the three ranges are
n p { \-\a { l-p )} , n(l-2p
Hence our estimate will be
np(l -
We therefore need the standard error of Now the sampling error of n0, if known, would tell us nothing about the sign of the error of nx -n__v the error of which is the difference of two equal and opposite errors; therefore <j(nx -n_x) is twice the standard error of nx given th a t nx + n_x = nearly, and the latter is
Thus the uncertainty of a will be made a minimum by taking p so that (1 -p)pi is a maximum, and therefore p = \ . This result was obtained for measures by Eddington. I t makes o i = 27/2 (3)
If we took
The present a is 1/^/12 times the a0 of 2(11), which had a standar 1 /*Jn; hence the most accurate possible determination of a would have a standard error given by crl = 1
The comparison of the first and last thirds of the range therefore approaches the best value in accuracy, and nearly three times as closely as the com parison of the first and second halves of the range. In Fisher's terminology, its efficiency is 89 %; th a t of the comparison of halves is 75 %. If this method is used we shall need an estimate of the outside factor in a significance test; the contribution to y 2 from a given a will be 8/9 of that in the accurate solution. The outside factor will be the same as for testing an even chance in a sample of number 2n/3, and this is ^(4^/377). The accurate solutions gave, on different hypotheses about the extreme types of variation admissible, the outside factors ^(2n/37r) and b(3n/2n). The critical values of x 2 will therefore be slightly less than for the latter solution.
Similarly, if a Fourier term is a cos 2nt, we may try to estimate it by comparing numbers of observations between = -and and between \ -p and \ + p.The expectations for three ranges analogous to the above will be 2m|/ j + ^ sin 27rp j, n( 1 -4p), 2m |p -~ sin 2np
Hence our estimate of a will be given by
Departures from suggested distributions of chance 313 and the standard error of n_x -nx is twice given m_x + nx = 4 namely a{n_x-n x) = 2yj(np). (7) Hence a{a) cosec 277
This has a minimum for 2np = 66° 47', namely
The convenient value 2np = 60° gives
and therefore a negligible loss of accuracy. 2np = 90° gives or2(a) = 2-467/m, so th at proceeding right up to the vanishing of cos 2nt gives an appreciable loss. The standard error of a, as found from a complete Fourier analysis, would be given by cr2(a) = 2-00/m.
The effect of finding a by comparison of opposite ranges of 120° is therefore only to increase its standard error by about 5 %. (Incidentally it eliminates all harmonics whose arguments are multiples of two or three times th a t of the fundamental.) The respective efficiencies are 92 %, 91 %, 81 %, 100 %. With the rule (10) the outside factor in a significance test would again be a /(4m/377), if the occurrence of a cosine does not suggest the presence of the corresponding sine and require both to be tested together. I t appears therefore th a t if parameters are found by comparing numbers of observations in ranges about the extreme values of the departure con sidered, each extending 2/3 of the way to the nearest point of agreement, there will be little loss of accuracy in comparison with the best possible solution, and the significance tests will not be greatly altered. The change, such as it is, will be represented by taking 2n/3 for n in the sampling tests, while using the corrected standard errors.
4-Departures from a non-uniform distribution.
Even if the suggested distribution is not uniform its determination is fundamentally a problem of sampling. We could regard the observations as grouped by ranges of the argument and use their numbers to estimate the true chances of an obser vation lying in the respective ranges by the usual theory of sampling, the chances being taken as initially unknown except for their sum being unity. The prior probability for this problem has been given (Jeffreys 1936, p. 422) and leads to the maximum likelihood solution. Laws of error connecting the chances are essentially subsidiary to the main problem of estimating the chances. To test whether a given law of chance, for instance the normal law, agrees with an observed distribution, we cannot use the individual observations and apply the y 2 test, since this test applied to individual observations will always appear to give agreement.* The observations must be grouped in ranges before the test is applied, and the grouping at once introduces the conditions appropriate to sampling. The fact th at a change of the parameters in a law will in general introduce changes in the chances for different ranges th at are not in general connected linearly implies that when the law is taken as part of the data we no longer regard the chances as initially unknown and unrelated; but when we wish to test divergences r 1 from a suggested law the problem of estimating the chances must be re discussed as such.
If the suggested law is th at the chance for a range dx is dx and we wish to discuss a modification {f(x) + a,g(x)}dx (the integral of f(x) over the permitted range being unity and th a t of g(x) zero), the chance in any finite range is linear in the unknown a. Since in sampling problems we take the prior probability of a chance as uniformly distributed over the range per mitted, th at of a must be taken as uniformly distributed. The point is that if we were to use only one range to estimate a we should estimate the chance of an observation in this range by simple sampling, taking its prior prob ability as uniformly distributed; and if and g(x) are given functions this implies th at uniform distribution for the prior probability of a is the only form consistent with the rules th a t we have adopted already, and special rules can be adopted only for special reasons. The limits permissible * I f th e g ro u p in g is so fine t h a t n o t m ore th a n one o b se rv a tio n can occur in an y g ro u p , a n d th e e x p e c ta tio n s in all g roups, on th e h y p o th e sis to be te ste d , are equal, th e re m a y be m gro u p s, n of w h ich c o n ta in one o b se rv a tio n a n d th e re st n o n e; y 2 e v a lu a te d for th is d istrib u tio n will be m -N o b o d y w ould use y 2 for so fine a grouping.
for a will then be given by the condition th a t f(x) + ag(x) cannot become negative in the range permitted for x,and the rest of th before. Thus no new hypothesis is needed.
Here also grouping at wide intervals may be convenient. We can sub divide the range and retain about two-thirds of the observations about the maxima of g(x); the numbers in the ranges retained where g(x) is positive and negative respectively can then be compared with the ratios predicted by the trial law f(x).A significant departure will show th a t f(x) is not the best form attainable on the data, and it will be possible to assert at least th a t the correct law implies modifications in the sense indicated by g(x).
Summary
A method is developed for testing whether a series of observed frequencies supports a uniform distribution of chance or a suggested departure from it, and is applied to linear departures. A modification applicable to grouped data is given, and a possible way of extending the method to test departures from suggested non-uniform laws of chance is described.
